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The Onion Book of Known Knowledge
This book covers the psychedelic ayahuasca tourism in Peru, with its facet-rich psychological,
pharmacological, anthropological, and sociological aspects. The reader gets an
interdisciplinary insight into the historical development and the current state of ayahuasca
research. Findings from three empirical studies are presented, which the author has won in a
4-year field research: How do common standards develop in this particular form of psychospiritual tourism? Why are people from developed nations and urban centres heading to the
Amazon to ingest the psychedelic beverage Ayahuasca? How do they experience such
ceremonies and retreats? Which insights, personal meaning and effects do they gain and how
do they integrate their experiences into the everyday life?

Engendered Lives
The French epicure and gastronome Brillat-Savarin declared, "Tell me what you eat, and I will
tell you who you are." Wenying Xu infuses this notion with cultural-political energy by extending
it to an ethnic group known for its cuisines: Asian Americans. She begins with the general
argument that eating is a means of becoming—not simply in the sense of nourishment but
more importantly of what we choose to eat, what we can afford to eat, what we secretly crave
but are ashamed to eat in front of others, and how we eat. Food, as the most significant
medium of traffic between the inside and outside of our bodies, organizes, signifies, and
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legitimates our sense of self and distinguishes us from others, who practice different foodways.
Narrowing her scope, Xu reveals how cooking, eating, and food fashion Asian American
identities in terms of race/ethnicity, gender, class, diaspora, and sexuality. She provides lucid
and informed interpretations of seven Asian American writers (John Okada, Joy Kogawa,
Frank Chin, Li-Young Lee, David Wong Louie, Mei Ng, and Monique Truong) and places these
identity issues in the fascinating spaces of food, hunger, consumption, appetite, desire, and
orality. Asian American literature abounds in culinary metaphors and references, but few
scholars have made sense of them in a meaningful way. Most literary critics perceive
alimentary references as narrative strategies or part of the background; Xu takes food as the
central site of cultural and political struggles waged in the seemingly private domain of desire
in the lives of Asian Americans. Eating Identities is the first book to link food to a wide range of
Asian American concerns such as race and sexuality. Unlike most sociological studies, which
center on empirical analyses of the relationship between food and society, it focuses on how
food practices influence psychological and ontological formations and thus contributes
significantly to the growing field of food studies. For students of literature, this tantalizing work
offers an illuminating lesson on how to read the multivalent meanings of food and eating in
literary texts. An electronic version of this book is freely available thanks to the support of
libraries working with Knowledge Unlatched, a collaborative initiative designed to make highquality books open access for the public good. The open-access version of this book is
licensed under Creative Commons Attribution-NonCommercial-NoDerivatives 4.0 International
(CC BY-NC-ND 4.0), which means that the work may be freely downloaded and shared for noncommercial purposes, provided credit is given to the author. Derivative works and commercial
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uses require permission from the publisher.

Anima Poetae
Why would an all-loving God allow suffering? Are not suffering and love opposed to one
another? Does suffering have any meaning or benefit? Is there any objective evidence for God,
for a soul that will survive bodily death, for the resurrection of Jesus? Who is God anyway –
benevolent and loving, or angry and retributive? Fr. Robert Spitzer, S.J., gives a
comprehensive response to these questions and many others, explaining the contemporary
evidence for God, the soul, and the resurrection. He discusses how God uses suffering to lead
us to compassion for others and eternal life. He also shows how the Holy Spirit guides us
through times of suffering toward our salvation, explaining the signs and the interior
movements that reveal the Spirit's actions. Fr. Spitzer not only addresses the perplexing
questions associated with suffering but teaches us how to suffer well. He points out some of
the most common mistakes people make when trying to interpret God's motives for allowing or
alleviating suffering. He demonstrates why suffering – in combination with love – is one of the
most powerful motivating agents for personal, cultural, and societal development.

Wishes and Wellingtons
Escaping to the English countryside to recover from her shattered marriage, Isabel stumbles
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upon an ancient pewter chalice, which transports her back in time and into the body of Detra, a
spirited beauty who is forced, by the king, to surrender her castle and her hand in marriage to a
fierce warrior. Original.

The Twittering Machine
An explosive and perceptive biography of the British novelist J.G. Ballard To many people, J.G.
Ballard will always be the schoolboy in Steven Spielberg's movie Empire of the Sun, struggling
to survive as an internee of the Japanese during World War II. Others remember him as the
author of CRASH, a meditation on the eroticism of the automobile and the car crash, which
also became a film and a cause celebre for its frank depiction of a fetish which, as this book
reveals, was no literary conceit but a lifelong preoccupation. In this first biography, John Baxter
draws on an admiration of and acquaintance with Ballard that began when they were writers
for the same 1960s science fiction magazines. With the help of the few people whom he
admitted to his often hermit-like existence, it illuminates the troubled reality behind the urbane
and amiable facade of a man who was proud to describe himself as 'psychopathic'.

Surviving Savannah
Moroni and the Swastika
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Are you a witless cretin with no reason to live? Would you like to know more about every piece
of knowledge ever? Do you have cash? Then congratulations, because just in time for the
death of the print industry as we know it comes the final book ever published, and the only one
you will ever need: The Onion's compendium of all things known. Replete with an astonishing
assemblage of facts, illustrations, maps, charts, threats, blood, and additional fees to edify
even the most simple-minded book-buyer, THE ONION BOOK OF KNOWN KNOWLEDGE is
packed with valuable information-such as the life stages of an Aunt; places to kill one's self in
Utica, New York; and the dimensions of a female bucket, or "pail." With hundreds of entries for
all 27 letters of the alphabet, THE ONION BOOK OF KNOWN KNOWLEDGE must be
purchased immediately to avoid the sting of eternal ignorance.

The Gestalt Shift in Conan Doyle's Sherlock Holmes Stories
Books in Print Supplement
"A fresh multi-faceted look at the overthrow of the Soviet State, the dismemberment of the
Soviet Union, and the campaign to introduce capitalism from above. Roger Keeran and
Thomas Kenny have given us a clear and powerful Marxist analysis of the momentous events
which most directly shaped world politics today, the destruction of the USSR, the 'Superpower'
of socialism." -Norman Markowitz, author of The Rise and Fall of the People's Century "I have
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not read anything else with such detailed and intimate knowledge of what took place. This
manuscript is the most important contribution I have read." -Phillip Bonosky, author of
Afghanistan-Washington's Secret War "A well-researched work containing a great deal of
useful historical information. Everyone will benefit greatly from the mass of historical data and
the thought-provoking arguments contained in the book." -Bahman Azad, author of Heroic
Struggle Bitter Defeat: Factors Contributing to the Dismantling of the Socialist State in the
USSR

Our English Surnames
From New York Times bestselling and award-winning author Julie Berry comes a brand new
middle-grade fantasy adventure full of humor and heart. Be careful what you wish for Maeve
Merritt chafes at the rigid rules at her London boarding school for "Upright Young Ladies."
When punishment forces her to sort through the trash, she finds a sardine tin that houses a
foul-tempered djinni with no intention of submitting to a schoolgirl as his master. Soon an
orphan boy from the charitable home next door, a mysterious tall man in ginger whiskers, a
disgruntled school worker, and a take-no-prisoners business tycoon are in hot pursuit of Maeve
and her magical discovery. It'll take all of her quick thinking and sass to set matters right.
Maeve Merritt is one feisty heroine you won't soon forget. First published as an Audible
Original in 2018
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The Encyclopedia of Religious Phenomena
When the prototype of a magical device is stolen from their clan, FBI agent Lily Yu and her
fiance, lupi Rule Turner, must race against time to recover their missing property before it falls
into the hands of Robert Friar, a killer, madman, and acolyte of the Old One the lupi are at war
with. Original.

The Morality of Shakespeare's Drama Illustrated
On the goldfields of 19th-century Australia, two very different girls are trying to escape their
past. 1856, China. In the mulberry groves of the Pearl River Delta, eighteen-year-old Little Cat
carries a terrible secret. And so, in disguise as a boy in blue trousers, she makes the long and
difficult passage to Australia, a faraway land of untold riches where it is said the rivers run with
gold. 1857, Australia. Violet Hartley has arrived off the boat from England, fleeing scandal back
home. Like the Chinese immigrants seeking their fortunes on the goldfields, Violet is seduced
by the promise of a new frontier. Then she meets Little Cat, a woman who, like her, is trying to
escape her past. As their fates inextricably, devastatingly entwine, their story becomes one of
freedom, violence, love and vengeance, echoing across the landscapes of two great
continents.

Contours of Ableism
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The Castles and Abbeys of England
Claire Peltier is convinced that the man who haunts her dreams was her lover in a past life.
Determined to unravel the mystery surrounding him, she follows her instincts to France, where
she walks a labyrinth at the heart of a magnificent cathedral. But at it’s center, instead of
answers, she suddenly finds herself transported back to the Middle Ages and face to face with
the man of her dreams. Aiden Delacroix needs a wife and heir, or else after his death his lands
will go his enemy. But no woman in all of Christendom will consider becoming his bride
because they believe he’s haunted by the ghost of his former mistress. Desperate, he
undertakes a pilgrimage to Chartres in search of some divine guidance—and encounters a
woman so alluring he impulsively finds himself proposing marriage.

Socialism Betrayed
Issues in Science and Theology: Do Emotions Shape the World?
What role did drug abuse play in John F. Kennedy's White House, and how was it kept from
the public? How did general anesthetics and aging affect the presidency of Ronald Reagan?
Why did Winston Churchill become more egocentric, Woodrow Wilson more self- righteous,
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and Josef Stalin more paranoid as they aged -- and how did those qualities alter the course of
history? Was Napoleon poisoned with arsenic or did underlying disease account for his decline
at the peak of his power? Does syphilis really explain Henry VIII's midlife transformation? Was
there more than messianism brewing in the brains of some zealots of the past, among them
Adolf Hitler, Joan of Arc, and John Brown? Most important of all, when does one man's illness
cause millions to suffer, and when is it merely a footnote to history? To answer such questions
requires the clinical intuition of a practicing physician and the scholarly perspective of a trained
historian. Bert Park, who qualifies on both counts, offers here fascinating second opinions,
basing his retrospective diagnoses on a wide range of sources from medicine and history. Few
books so graphically portray the impact on history of physiologically compromised leadership,
misdiagnosis, and inappropriate medical treatment. Park not only untangles medical mysteries
from the past but also offers timely suggestions for dealing with such problems in the future. As
a welcome sequel to his first work, The Impact of Illness on World Leaders, this book offers
scholars, physicians, and general readers an entertaining, albeit sobering, analysis.

Becoming a Brilliant Star
This work has been selected by scholars as being culturally important, and is part of the
knowledge base of civilization as we know it. This work was reproduced from the original
artifact, and remains as true to the original work as possible. Therefore, you will see the
original copyright references, library stamps (as most of these works have been housed in our
most important libraries around the world), and other notations in the work. This work is in the
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public domain in the United States of America, and possibly other nations. Within the United
States, you may freely copy and distribute this work, as no entity (individual or corporate) has a
copyright on the body of the work. As a reproduction of a historical artifact, this work may
contain missing or blurred pages, poor pictures, errant marks, etc. Scholars believe, and we
concur, that this work is important enough to be preserved, reproduced, and made generally
available to the public. We appreciate your support of the preservation process, and thank you
for being an important part of keeping this knowledge alive and relevant.

Essays in Pastoral Medicine
Challenging notions of what constitutes 'normal' and 'pathological' bodies, this ambitious,
agenda-setting study theoretically reinvigorates disability studies by reconceptualising it as
'studies of ableism' focusing on the practices and formations of able-bodiedness to uncover
what it means to be 'able' rather than 'disabled'.

Eating Identities
The Wishing Chalice
This volume contains the proceedings of a special conference held in Florence, August 2009.
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The theoretical and methodological aspects of rethinking semantic access to information and
knowledge are explored. Innovative projects deployed to cope with the challenges of the future
are presented and discussed. This book offers a unique opportunity for librarians and other
information professionals to get acquainted with the state of the art in subject indexing.

The Inner Man
This volume contains biographical sketches of literary notables associated withthe Lake
District, including Wordsworth, Coleridge and Ruskin.

Screening Love and Sex in the Ancient World
Expanding the Boundaries of Transformative Learning
This book analyzes the four novels and fifty-six stories written by Sir Arthur Conan Doyle
describing the adventures and discoveries of Sherlock Holmes. Michael J. Crowe suggests
that nearly all the Holmes stories exhibit the pattern known as a Gestalt shift, in which
suddenly Holmes’s efforts reveal a new perspective on the case, typically identifying the
culprit(s) and resolving the case. Drawing on ideas presented by Thomas S. Kuhn in his
famous Structure of Scientific Revolutions (1962), Crowe argues that similar to the way that
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Kuhn applied the idea of a Gestalt shift to the history of science, this approach can be used to
reveal the structure of the Holmes stories and possibly be applied to some other areas of
fiction.

The Light Shines on in the Darkness
When a modern-day Englishwoman washes ashore in the twelfth century, she finds herself
rescued by a handsome knight driven by a mysterious prophecy. Original.

Ailing, Aging, Addicted
While Adolf Hitler’s National Socialist government was persecuting Jews and Jehovah’s
Witnesses and driving forty-two small German religious sects underground, the Church of
Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints continued to practice unhindered. How some fourteen
thousand Mormons not only survived but thrived in Nazi Germany is a story little known, rarely
told, and occasionally rewritten within the confines of the Church’s history—for good reason, as
we see in David Conley Nelson’s Moroni and the Swastika. A page-turning historical narrative,
this book is the first full account of how Mormons avoided Nazi persecution through skilled
collaboration with Hitler’s regime, and then eschewed postwar shame by constructing an
alternative history of wartime suffering and resistance. The Twelfth Article of Faith and parts of
the 134th Section of the Doctrine and Covenants function as Mormonism’s equivalent of the
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biblical admonition to “render unto Caesar,” a charge to cooperate with civil government, no
matter how onerous doing so may be. Resurrecting this often-violated doctrinal edict,
ecclesiastical leaders at the time developed a strategy that protected Mormons within Nazi
Germany. Furthermore, as Nelson shows, many Mormon officials strove to fit into the Third
Reich by exploiting commonalities with the Nazi state. German Mormons emphasized a mutual
interest in genealogy and a passion for sports. They sent husbands into the Wehrmacht and
sons into the Hitler Youth, and they prayed for a German victory when the war began. They
also purged Jewish references from hymnals, lesson plans, and liturgical practices. One
American mission president even wrote an article for the official Nazi Party newspaper,
extolling parallels between Utah Mormon and German Nazi society. Nelson documents this
collaboration, as well as subsequent efforts to suppress it by fashioning a new collective
memory of ordinary German Mormons’ courage and travails during the war. Recovering this
inconvenient past, Moroni and the Swastika restores a complex and difficult chapter to the
history of Nazi Germany and the Mormon Church in the twentieth century—and offers new
insight into the construction of historical truth.

Subject Access
The Last Bride
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Reproduction of the original: The Last Words of Distinguished Men and Women by Frederic
Rowland Marvin

The Last Words of Distinguished Men and Women
Uses examples from film, television, literature, and everyday life to survey all aspects of both
women's physical and social experience, and argues that gender bias is embedded in all
current social systems

Literary Celebrities of the English Lake-district
From sacred mountains and places of pilgrimage to visions and out-of-body travel, this
reference explores unusual and unexplained physical events, apparitions, and other
phenomena rooted in religious beliefs. Each entry features a balanced presentation and
includes a description of the phenomenon, the religious claims surrounding the occurrence,
and a scientific response. Touring the world and history, this comprehensive reference
includes entries on angels, comets, Marian apparitions, and religious figures such as Jesus,
Mohammad, and Lao Tzu.

Stephen and Bloom at Life's Feast
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Transformative learning involves experiencing a deep, structural shift in the basic premises of
thought, feelings, and actions. It is a shift of consciousness that dramatically and permanently
alters our way of being in the world. Such a shift involves our understanding of ourselves and
our self-locations; our relationships with other humans and with the natural world; our
understanding of relations of power in interlocking structures of class, race and gender; our
body awarenesses; our visions of alternative approaches to living; and our sense of
possibilities for social justice and peace and personal joy. The editors of this collection make
several challenges to the existing field of transformative learning - the first is to theoreticians,
who have attempted to describe the nature of transformative learning without regard to the
content of transformative learning. The editors argue that transformative learning theory cannot
be constructed in a content-neutral or context-free way. Their second challenge, which
assumes the importance content for transformative learning, is to educators as practitioners.
The editors argue that transformative learning requires new educational practices consistent
with the content. Arts-based research and arts-based teaching/learning practices are one
example of such new educational practices. Education for the soul, or spiritual practices such
as meditation or modified martial arts or indigenous peoples' forms of teaching/learning, is
another example. Each article in the collection presents a possible model of these new
practices.

The Smallest Man
It was called "The Titanic of the South." The luxury steamship sank in 1838 with Savannah's
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elite on board; through time, their fates were forgotten--until the wreck was found, and now
their story is finally being told in this breathtaking novel from the New York Times bestselling
author of Becoming Mrs. Lewis. When Savannah history professor Everly Winthrop is asked to
guest-curate a new museum collection focusing on artifacts recovered from the steamship
Pulaski, she's shocked. The ship sank after a boiler explosion in 1838, and the wreckage was
just discovered, 180 years later. Everly can't resist the opportunity to try to solve some of the
mysteries and myths surrounding the devastating night of its sinking. Everly's research leads
her to the astounding history of a family of eleven who boarded the Pulaski together, and the
extraordinary stories of two women from this family: a known survivor, Augusta Longstreet, and
her niece, Lilly Forsyth, who was never found, along with her child. These aristocratic women
were part of Savannah's society, but when the ship exploded, each was faced with difficult and
heartbreaking decisions. This is a moving and powerful exploration of what women will do to
endure in the face of tragedy, the role fate plays, and the myriad ways we survive the
surviving.

A Perfect Love
‘I want you to remember something, Nat. You’re small on the outside. But inside you’re as big
as everyone else. You show people that and you won’t go far wrong in life.’ A compelling story
perfect for fans of The Doll Factory, The Illumination of Ursula Flight and The Familiars. My
name is Nat Davy. Perhaps you’ve heard of me? There was a time when people up and down
the land knew my name, though they only ever knew half the story. The year of 1625, it was,
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when a single shilling changed my life. That shilling got me taken off to London, where they hid
me in a pie, of all things, so I could be given as a gift to the new queen of England. They called
me the queen’s dwarf, but I was more than that. I was her friend, when she had no one else,
and later on, when the people of England turned against their king, it was me who saved her
life. When they turned the world upside down, I was there, right at the heart of it, and this is my
story. Inspired by a true story, and spanning two decades that changed England for ever, The
Smallest Man is a heartwarming tale about being different, but not letting it hold you back.
About being brave enough to take a chance, even if the odds aren’t good. And about how,
when everything else is falling apart, true friendship holds people together. Praise for The
Smallest Man: ‘Nat Davy is so charming that I couldn't bear to put this book down. I loved it’
Louise Hare ‘A perfect fusion of history and invention… Nat’s wit and humour make the
poignancy of his story all the more powerful’ Beth Morrey 'What a page-turner! A timely tale
celebrating courage, determination and friendship' Anita Frank ‘A perfectly formed
masterpiece’ C.S. Quinn ‘I loved this book - a fascinating tale of extraordinary accomplishment,
and a story about how anything is possible and how love has always been a beacon of hope’
Phillip Schofield 'I found myself rooting for the Smallest Man in England from the very first
page' Sonia Velton ‘A beautiful, heartwarming tale, weaving history and fiction intricately and
seamlessly… I loved this book’ Louise Fein ‘A beguiling and well-written tale, whose
mysterious protagonist is plucked from a famous painting; the carefully crafted historic context
uncannily reflects contemporary politics’ Ellen Alpsten ‘What a wonderful romp through such a
turbulent period of history. I absolutely fell for the book’s narrator: an ebullient character whose
voice and world view I adored’ Polly Crosby
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A History of Nineteenth Century Literature (1780-1895)
Forthcoming Books
Mortal Ties
This dynamic collection of essays by international film scholars and classicists addresses the
provocative representation of sexuality in the ancient world on screen. A critical reader on
approaches used to examine sexuality in classical settings, contributors use case studies from
films and television series spanning from the 1920s to the present.

The Touristic Use of Ayahuasca in Peru
A brilliant probe into the political and psychological effects of our changing relationship with
social media Former social media executives tell us that the system is an addiction-machine.
We are users, waiting for our next hit as we like, comment and share. We write to the machine
as individuals, but it responds by aggregating our fantasies, desires and frailties into data, and
returning them to us as a commodity experience. The Twittering Machine is an unflinching view
into the calamities of digital life: the circus of online trolling, flourishing alt-right subcultures,
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pervasive corporate surveillance, and the virtual data mines of Facebook and Google where
we spend considerable portions of our free time. In this polemical tour de force, Richard
Seymour shows how the digital world is changing the ways we speak, write, and think.
Through journalism, psychoanalytic reflection and insights from users, developers, security
experts and others, Seymour probes the human side of the machine, asking what we’re getting
out of it, and what we’re getting into. Social media held out the promise that we could make our
own history–to what extent did we choose the nightmare that it has become?

The Art of Immersion: How the Digital Generation Is Remaking Hollywood,
Madison Avenue, and the Way We Tell Stories
This book provides an overview of a holistic framework for developing human potential. It
contributes to the growing literature on the need for a holistic approach to preparing children
and youth for successful adulthood in the twenty-first century.

The Boy with Blue Trousers
A contributing editor at Wired examines the way entertainment has shifted in the face of new
media and discusses the way that people such as Will Wright, James Cameron and Damon
Lindelof are changing how we play, relax and think. Reprint.
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History of the County of Hudson, New Jersey
This volume examines emotions and emotional well-being from a rich variety of theological,
philosophical and scientific and therapeutic perspectives. To experience emotion is a part of
being human; but what are emotions? How can theology, philosophy and the natural sciences
unpack the nature and content of emotions? This volume is based on contributions to the 15th
European Conference on Science and Theology held in Assisi, Italy. It brings together
contributions from scholars of various academic backgrounds from around the world, whose
individual insights are made all the richer by their juxtaposition with those from experts in other
fields, leading to a unique exchange of ideas.
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